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Let D be a Lie derivation on a unital complex Banach algebra A. Then for every
primitive ideal P of A, except for a finite set of them which have finite codimen-
sion greater than one, there exist a derivation d from ArP to itself and a linear
 .  .  . functional t on A such that Q D a s d a q P q t a for all a g A where QP P
.denotes the quotient map from A onto ArP . Moreover the preceding decomposi-
tion holds for all primitive ideals in the case where D is continuous. Q 2000
Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
w xMartindale obtained in 11 a description of Lie derivations on primitive
w xrings containing a nontrivial idempotent. In 4 Bresar determined theÏ
structure of Lie derivations of prime rings which does not satisfy the
w xstandard polynomial identity S . Banning and Mathieu 2 extend to4
semiprime rings the description of Lie derivations obtained by Bresar inÏ
the prime case.
Roughly speaking, the above mentioned descriptions say that if some
.requirements are satisfied a Lie derivation of a ring R has the form
d q t , where d is an ordinary derivation from R to an enlargement R9 of
R and t is an additive map from R to the centre of R9. Unfortunately R9
may be too large. In fact the enlargement R9 is usually too large to be
useful in the study of the analytic properties of Lie derivations on general
Banach algebras.
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Our purpose is to show the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let D be a Lie deri¤ation on a unital complex Banach algebra
A. Then for e¤ery primiti¤e ideal P of A, except for a finite set of them which
ha¤e finite codimension greater than one, there exist a deri¤ation d from ArP
to itself and a linear functional t on A such that
Q D a s d a q P q t a .  .  .P
 .for all a g A where Q denotes the quotient map from A onto ArP .P
Moreo¤er the preceding decomposition holds for all primiti¤e ideals in the case
where D is continuous.
It is important to note here that the properties of ordinary derivations
 . on primitive Banach algebras will be almost inherited modulo the centre
.and the radical by Lie derivations on unital complex Banach algebras.
It is to be expected that the preceding decomposition holds for all
 .primitive ideals even for a discontinuous D . Unfortunately we do not
know whether or not this property is true. We will show in the third
section that there is an intimate connection between the above mentioned
decomposition of Lie derivations and a major open problem in the theory
of Banach algebras: the noncommutative Singer]Wermer conjecture.
In order to prove our main result we are first required to know the
structure of the powers of a Lie derivation on a unital complex Banach
algebra. We give such a description in the first section and it should be
noted that the arguments used in this section are greatly dependent on the
w xwork of Bresar 4 . The second and third sections are similar in spirit toÏ
w x16 . They were intended as an attempt to investigate the invariance of the
primitive ideals under Lie derivations. In Section 2 we use the structure
results from the first section in order to study the continuity of the powers
of a Lie derivation. In Section 3 we apply the continuity results in order to
establish our theorem which is equivalent to an invariance property of
primitive ideals under Lie derivations.
Throughout the paper, A stands for a unital complex Banach algebra
and D denotes a Lie derivation on A, that is, a linear map from A to
w x. w  . x w  .xitself satisfying D a, b s D a , b q a, D b for all a, b g A. Here
w x w xand subsequently, a, b denotes the Lie product of a and b, a, b s ab y
 .ba. For each a g A let ad a denote the continuous linear operator
 . . w xad a b s a, b from A to itself. If I is a closed subspace of A we will
denote by Q the quotient map from A onto ArI. To shorten notation,I
 .for each a g A, we write a instead of Q a when no confusion can arise.Ç I
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1. STRUCTURE OF LIE DERIVATIONS
w xThe following result can be extracted from the proof of 4, Theorem 1 ;
w xsee also the proof of 3, Lemma 2 .
LEMMA 1.1. Let F be a bilinear map from A = A to A. If P is a primiti¤e
ideal of A such that ArP does not satisfy the standard polynomial identity S4
w  . xand F a, a , a g P for all a g A, then there exist l g C, a linear functional
 .  2  .  ..m on A, and a functional n on A such that F a, a y la q m a a q n a
g P for all a g A.
w xWe can now proceed as in the proof of 3, Lemma 2 to derive the
following result from the preceding one.
LEMMA 1.2. If P is a primiti¤e ideal of A, then one of the following
assertions hold:
 .  .i ArP is isomorphic to the matrix algebra M C .2
 .ii D has the form D s d q t , where d is a linear map from A to itself
 .   .  ..such that d ab y d a b q ad b g P for all a, b g A and t is a linear
functional on A.
Proof. If ArP satisfies the standard polynomial identity S , then either4
A is isomorphic to C, and we take d s 0 and t s Q D, or A is isomorphicP
 .  w x.to the matrix algebra M C see 13, Theorem 7.1.14 .2
Now we assume that ArP does not satisfy S . Then we consider the4
 .  2 .  .  .map q defined on A by q a s D a y Da a y a Da . Since the re-
quirements in the preceding result are satisfied we get l g C, a linear
functional m on A, and a functional n on A such that
D a2 y Da a y a Da y la2 q m a a q n a g P .  .  .  .  . . .
w xfor all a g A. Moreover in the proof of 3, Lemma 2 it was shown that the
1 .  .  .map d from A to itself defined by d a s D a q la q m a satisfies2
 .   .  ..d ab y d a b q ad b g P for all a, b g A. It remains to prove that
l s 0. For all a, b g A we have
1Çw x w x w xw xd a, b q P s Q D a, b q l a, b q m a, b .  .  .ÇP 2
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and
Ç Çw xd a, b q P s d a , b q a, d b .  . . Ç Ç
1 1Ç Ç Çs D a qlaq m a , b q a, D b qlbq m b .  .  . .Ç Ç Ç
2 2
Çw x w xs Q D a, b q 2l a, b . . ÇP
w xHence l ArP, ArP is contained in the centre of ArP. Since ArP is
noncommutative, it may be concluded that l s 0.
The important point to note here is that d acts like an ordinary
derivation but unfortunately we do not know whether d n satisfies the
Leibnitz rule.
 4Let us define a higher derivation from A to ArP as a sequence d ofn
linear maps from A to ArP such that
n!
d ab s d a d b .  .  .n i ji! j!iqjsn
 .for all a, b g A and n g N with the convention that d s Q . Higher0 P
derivations from a Banach algebra to itself are connected with endomor-
phisms on spaces of algebra-valued functions and with algebras of deriv-
 w x.able elements see 12 . The continuity of higher derivations on Banach
w xalgebras has been studied in 1, 5, 9 .
LEMMA 1.3. If P is a primiti¤e ideal of A, then one of the following
assertions hold:
 .  .i ArP is isomorphic to the matrix algebra M C .2
 .  4ii There exist a higher deri¤ation d from A to ArP and a sequencen
 4 nt of linear functionals on A such that Q D s d q t for all n g N.n P n n
Proof. As in the proof of the preceding lemma, if ArP satisfies S ,4
then either A is isomorphic to C, and we take d s 0 and t s Q Dn forn n P
 .all n g N, or A is isomorphic to M C .2
In the remainder of this proof we assume that ArP does not satisfy S .4
From Lemma 1.2 it follows that D s d q t , where d is a linear map1 1 1
 .   .  ..from A to itself such that d ab y d a b q ad b g P for all a, b g A1 1 1
and t is a linear functional on A. Suppose that linear maps d , . . . , d1 1 n
from A to itself and linear functionals t , . . . , t on A have been chosen1 n
k!k  .  .  .such that D s d q t and d ab y  d a d b g P for allk k k iqjsk i ji! j!
a, b g A and k s 1, . . . , n. We define d s Q d for k s 1, . . . , n. Let Fk P k
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be the bilinear map from A = A to A given by
F a, b s Dnq1 ab y Dnq1 a b q aDnq1 b .  .  .  .
n q 1 ! .
q d a d b .  . i j /i! j!iqjsnq1, ij/0
w  . xfor all a, b g A. We claim that F a, a , a g P for all a g A. Indeed, for
every a g A we have
n q 1 ! .
nq1 2 i 2 jw x0 s D a , a s D a , D a .  . .  i! j!iqjsnq1
nq1 2 2 nq1s D a , a q a , D a .  .
n q 1 ! .
i 2 jq D a , D a .  . i! j!iqjsnq1, ij/0
nq1 2 nq1 nq1s D a , a q a, D a a q aD a .  .  .
n q 1 ! .
2 2q d a q t a , d a q t a .  .  .  . i i j ji! j!iqjsnq1, ij/0
nq1 2 nq1 nq1s D a , a q a, D a a q aD a .  .  .
n q 1 ! .
2q d a , d a . 1 .  .  . i ji! j!iqjsnq1, ij/0
If i q j s n q 1 and ij / 0, then we have
i!
2d a , d a s d a d a , d a .  .  .  .  .i j k l jk!l!kqlsi
i!
s d a , d a d a .  .  . k j lk!l!kqlsi
qd a d a , d a . .  .  . .k l j
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i!  .w  .  .xReorganizing  d a d a , d a we getkq lsi k l jk!l !
i! i!
d a d a , d a s d a d a , d a , .  .  .  .  .  . k l j l k jk!l! k!l!kqlsi kqlsi
and hence
i!
2d a , d a s d a , d a d a .  .  .  .  .i j k j lk!l!kqlsi
qd a d a , d a . .  .  . .l k j
From this we deduce that
n q 1 ! .
2d a , d a .  . i ji! j!iqjsnq1, ij/0
n q 1 ! .
s d a , d a d a .  .  . k j lj!k!l! .jqkqlsnq1, j kql /0
qd a d a , d a .  .  . .l k j
n q 1 ! .
s d a , d a a q a d a , d a .  .  .  . . k j k jj!k!jqksnq1, jk/0
n q 1 ! .
q d a , d a d a .  .  . k j lj!k!l! .jqkqlsnq1, j kql /0, l/0
qd a d a , d a 2 .  .  .  ..l k j
On the other hand it is easy to check that
n q 1 ! .
d a , d a s 0 .  . k jj!k!jqksnq1, jk/0
and, for l s 1, . . . , n,
n q 1 ! .
d a , d a .  . k jj!k!l! .jqkqlsnq1, j kql /0
n q 1 ! .
s a, d a . .nq1yln q 1 y l !l! .
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 .Consequently, equality 2 becomes
n q 1 ! .
2d a , d a .  . i ji! j!iqjsnq1, ij/0
n n q 1 ! .
s a, d a d a q d a a, d a .  .  .  . . nq1yl l l nq1yln q 1 y l !l! .ls1
n n q 1 ! .
s a, d a d a .  . nq1yl ln q 1 y l !l! .ls1
n n q 1 ! .
q d a a, d a .  . l nq1yln q 1 y l !l! .ls1
n n q 1 ! .
s a, d a d a .  . l nq1yln q 1 y l !l! .ls1
n n q 1 ! .
q d a a, d a .  . . l nq1yln q 1 y l !l! .ls1
n n q 1 ! .
s a, d a d a . 3 .  .  . l nq1yln q 1 y l !l! .ls1
 .  . w  . xAccording to 1 and 3 , we have F a, a , a g P.
From Lemma 1.1 there exist l g C, a linear functional m on A, and a
functional n on A such that
F a, a y la2 q m a a q n a g P .  .  . .
for all a g A. We define the linear map d from A to itself bynq1
1
nq1d a s D a q m a .  .  .nq1 2
for all a g A and we define d s Q d . We claim thatnq1 P nq1
n q 1 ! .
d ab s d a d b .  .  .nq1 i ji! j!iqjsnq1
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w xfor all a, b g A. We can proceed as in the proof of 4, Theorem 5 . Indeed,
for every a g A, we have
1
2 nq1 2 2d a s Q D a q m a .  .  .nq1 P 2
s Q Dnq1 a a q aQ Dnq1 a .  .Ç ÇP P
n q 1 ! .
q d a d a .  . i ji! j!iqjsnq1, ij/0
1
2 2q la q m a a q n a q m a .  .  .Ç Ç
2
1 1
s d a y m a a q a d a y m a .  .  .  .Ç Çnq1 nq1 /  /2 2
n q 1 ! .
2q d a d a q la q m a a .  .  .Ç Ç i ji! j!iqjsnq1, ij/0
1
2q n a q m a .  .
2
n q 1 ! 1 .
2 2s d a d a q la q n a q m a . .  .  .  .Ç i ji! j! 2iqjsnq1
Therefore
n q 1 ! .
2 2d a y d a d a y la g C .  .  . Çnq1 i ji! j!iqjsnq1
for all a g A, which yields
n q 1 ! . Çd a ? b y d a ? d b y la ? b g C 4 .  .  .  .Çnq1 i ji! j!iqjsnq1
for all a, b g A, where a ? b s ab q ba. On the other hand, we have
1
nq1w x w x w xd a, b s Q D a, b q m a, b .  .  .nq1 P 2
n q 1 ! 1 .
i j w xs Q D a , Q D b q m a, b .  .  . P Pi! j! 2iqjsnq1
n q 1 ! 1 . w xs d a , d a q m a, b , .  .  . i ji! j! 2iqjsnq1
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which gives
n q 1 ! .w xd a, b y d a , d b g C. 5 .  .  . . nq1 i ji! j!iqjsnq1
 .  .From 4 and 5 we deduce that
n q 1 ! l . Çd ab y d a d b y a ? b g C .  .  . Çnq1 i ji! j! 2iqjsnq1
for all a, b g A. Consequently, there exists a bilinear functional v on
A = A such that
n q 1 ! l . Çd ab s d a d b q a ? b q v a, b . .  .  .  .Çnq1 i ji! j! 2iqjsnq1
 .Given a, b, c g A, we will compute d abc in two ways.nq1
d abc s d a bc .  . .nq1 nq1
n q 1 ! l . Çs d a d bc q a ? bc q v a, bc .  .  . .Ç Ç i ji! j! 2iqjsnq1
n q 1 ! j! .
s d a d b d c .  .  . i k li! j! k!l!iqjsnq1, ij/0 kqlsj
lÇ Çq d a bc q ad bc q a ? bc q v a, bc .  .  . .Ç Ç Ç Çnq1 nq1 2
n q 1 ! . Çs d a d b d c q d a bc .  .  .  . Ç i k l nq1i!k!l! .iqkqlsnq1, i kql /0
n q 1 ! l . Çq a d b d c q b ? c q v b , c .  .  .Ç Ç k l /k!l! 2kqlsnq1
l Çq a ? bc q v a, bc . .Ç Ç
2
n q 1 ! .
s d a d b d c .  .  . i k li!k!l!iqkqlsnq1
l lÇ Çq a ? bc q a b ? c q v a, bc q v b , c a. .  . .  .Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç
2 2
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On the other hand, we have
d abc s d ab c .  . .nq1 nq1
n q 1 ! l . Çs d ab d c q ab ? c q v ab, c .  .  . .Ç Ç i ji! j! 2iqjsnq1
n q 1 ! j! .
s d a d b d c .  .  .  k l j /i! j! k!l!iqjsnq1, ij/0 kqlsi
lÇ Ç Çq d ab c q abd c q ab ? c q v ab, c .  . .  .Ç Ç Ç Ç Çnq1 nq1 2
n q 1 ! .
s d a d b d c .  .  . k l jk!l! j! .kqlqjsnq1, j kql /0
n q 1 ! l . Çq d a d b q a ? b q v a, b c .  .  .Ç Ç k l /k!l! 2kqlsnq1
lÇ Çq abd c q ab ? c q v ab, c .  . .Ç Ç Çnq1 2
n q 1 ! .
s d a d b d c .  .  . k l jk!l! j!kqlqjsnq1
l lÇ Çq a ? b c q ab ? c q v a, b c q v ab, c . .  . .  .Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç
2 2
We thus get
l lÇ Ça ? bc q a b ? c q v a, bc q v b , c a .  . .  .Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç
2 2
l lÇ Çs a ? b c q ab ? c q v a, b c q v ab, c .  . .  .Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç
2 2
and therefore
l Ç w xb , c, a q v b , c a y v a, b c g C .  .Ç Ç Ç Ç
2
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 . w xfor all a, b, c g A, which is the relation 7 in the proof of 4, Theorem 5 .
Therefore l s 0 and v s 0, which shows that
n q 1 ! .
d ab s d a d b .  .  .nq1 i ji! j!iqjsnq1
for all a, b g A.
 4  4The sequences d and t satisfy our requirements.n n
2. CONTINUITY OF LIE DERIVATIONS
We can measure the continuity of a linear operator T from a Banach
space X to a Banach space Y by considering its separating subspace,
 .which is defined as the subspace S T of those elements y g Y for which
 4  .there is a sequence x in X satisfying lim x s 0 and lim T x s y. Then n n
 .closed graph theorem shows that T is continuous if and only if S T s 0.
 . w xS D is easily checked to be a Lie ideal of A. In 3 it was proved that if
 .A is semisimple, then S D is contained in the centre of A and therefore
D is continuous if in addition the centre of A is zero. The proof of this
result was based on Lemma 1.1 and the following.
w x  4LEMMA 2.1 16 . Let X and Y be Banach spaces, let R be a sequence ofn
 4continuous linear operators from X to itself, and let S be a sequence ofn
continuous linear operators from Y to Banach spaces Y . If T is a linearn
operator from X to Y such that S TR ??? R is continuous for m ) n, thenn 1 m
S TR ??? R is continuous for sufficiently large n.n 1 n
In order to put Lemma 2.1 into action we require the following two
results. The first of these results may be derived from the construction in
w x w x8, Theorem 2.2 which is obtained from 8, Lemma 2.1 by induction.
w xLEMMA 2.2 8 . If A acts irreducibly on an infinite dimensional complex
 4  4Banach space X, then there exist sequences a in A and x in X such thatn n
 .i a ??? a x s 0 for all n g N.nq1 1 n
 .ii a ??? a x / 0 for all n g N.n 1 n
 4LEMMA 2.3. Let P be a sequence of pairwise different primiti¤e ideals ofn
A which ha¤e finite codimension greater than one. Then there exist sequences
 4  4  4a , b , and c in A satisfying the following conditions:n n n
 .i a g P l ??? l P for all n g N.nq1 1 n
 .  .  .  . .ii ad b ad a ??? ad a c f P for all n g N.n 1 n n n
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Proof. It is well known that, for each n g N, ArP is isomorphic ton
 .the matrix algebra M C for some k ) 1. For every n g N let u R bek n nn
the matrix with y1 in its right upper corner, 1 in its left lower corner, and
0's elsewhere and let ¤ be the matrix with y1 in its left upper corner, i inn
its right upper corner, i in its left lower corner, 1 in its right lower corner,
 . .and 0's elsewhere. It is easy to check that ad u ¤ s 2 i¤ . For everyn n n
n g N let b , c g A such that b q P s u and c q P s ¤ .n n n n n n n n
w xFrom 8, Lemma 3.1 we deduce that for every k g N there exists
w g A such that w q P s u and w q P s 0 q P for j - k.k k k k k j j
5 5 y1Let l g C such that 0 - l w - 2 . We have1 1 1
2ad u ad l w q P ¤ s l ad u ad u ¤ s l 2 i ¤ / 0. .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 5 ykAssume that l , . . . , l have been chosen such that l w - 2 and1 n k k
ad u ad l w q ??? ql w q P .  .n 1 1 k k k
??? ad l w q ??? ql w q P ??? ad l w q P ¤ / 0 .  .  .i i k k k k k k k
 .for k s 1, . . . , n. We consider the polynomial p l with coefficients in A
given by
p l s ad u ad l w q ??? ql w q lw q P .  .  .nq1 1 1 n n nq1 nq1
??? ad l w q ??? ql w q lw q P .i i n n nq1 nq1
??? ad l w q lw q P ad lw q P ¤ .  .  .n n nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1
s r q lr q ??? qlnr q lnq1r .0 1 n nq1
 .nq2  .It is easy to check that r s 2 i ¤ and therefore p l is anq1 nq1
nonzero polynomial which has at most n q 1 pairwise different roots.
5 5Consequently, there exists a complex number l such that l wnq1 nq1 nq1
- 2y nq1. and
ad u ad l w q ??? ql w q P .  .nq1 1 1 nq1 nq1 nq1
??? ad l w q P ¤ / 0. .  .nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1
‘  4  4For every n g N we define a s  l w . The sequences a , b ,n ksn k k n n
 4and c satisfy our requirements.n
 4LEMMA 2.4. If P a primiti¤e ideal in A of infinite codimension and d isn
a higher deri¤ation from A to ArP, then d is continuous for all n g N.n
Proof. Suppose that the result fails. Then we can define k to be the
least nonnegative integer such that d is not continuous.kq1
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 .We begin by proving that S d is a two-sided ideal of ArP. Letkq1
 .  4u g S d and b g ArP. Then there exists a sequence a in A suchkq1 n
 .that lim a s 0 and lim d a s u. Sincen kq1 n
kq1 k q 1 ! .
d a b s d a b q d a d b .  .  .  .kq1 n kq1 n kq1yi n ii! k q 1 y i ! .is1
for all n g N and d is continuous for j F k, it may be concluded thatj
 .  .  .lim d a b s lim d a b s ub and therefore S d is a rightkq1 n kq1 n kq1
ideal of ArP. A similar argument shows that it is a left ideal.
Let X be a complex irreducible Banach left A-module such that
 4  4  4P s a g A : aX s 0 . Let a and x be the sequences given in Lemman n
 .2.2. For n g N we define the continuous linear operators R u s uxn n
 .from ArP to X and S a s aa from A to itself. For every a g A wen n
have
R d S ??? S a s d aa ??? a x .  .  .n kq1 1 m kq1 m 1 n
s d a a ??? a x .kq1 m 1 n
kq1 k q 1 ! .
q d a d a ??? a x .  . kq1yi i m 1 ni! k q 1 y i ! .is1
which coincides with
kq1 k q 1 ! .
d a d a ??? a x .  . kq1yi i m 1 ni! k q 1 y i ! .is1
  ..  .  .for m ) n Lemma 2.2 i . Since the operators a ‹ d a d a ??? a xj i m 1 n
from A to X are continuous for i s 1, . . . , k we conclude, by applying
 .Lemma 2.1, that the operator a ‹ d aa ??? a x from A to X iskq1 n 1 n
continuous for some n g N and therefore so is the operator a ‹
 .  .d a a ??? a x from A to X. We thus get S d a ??? a x s 0.kq1 n 1 n kq1 n 1 n
 .Since S d is a two-sided ideal of ArP and a ??? a x / 0, thekq1 n 1 n
 .preceding equality implies S d s 0, a contradiction.kq1
From Lemmas 1.3 and 2.4 we deduce the following.
LEMMA 2.5. If P is a primiti¤e ideal in A of infinite codimension, then
w  n. xS D , A ; P for all n g N.
Remark. Let P be a closed two-sided ideal of A. Then
w xI s a g A : a, A ; P 4
 .is a closed Lie ideal of A containing P and Z A , the centre of A. If QZ
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 .  .is the quotient map from ArP onto ArP rZ ArP , then I s ker Q QZ P
and therefore Q Q drops to an isomorphism f from the Lie algebraZ P
 .  .ArI onto the Lie algebra ArP rZ ArP which obviously satisfies
5  .5 5 5f x F x for all x g ArI. On the other hand, since P ; I we can
 .define Q from ArP onto ArI by Q a q P s a q I for all a g A and
clearly we have Q s QQ .I P
LEMMA 2.6. The set of those primiti¤e ideals P of A for which the
condition
nS D , A ; P ;n g N .
fails is finite and each of them has finite codimension greater than one.
Proof. From the preceding lemma we deduce that each primitive ideal
P for which the condition fails has finite codimension and obviously ArP
is noncommutative which yields dim ArP ) 1.
 4If the result fails, then we can find a sequence P of pairwise differentn
primitive ideals of A which have finite codimension greater than one and,
w  k n. xfor each n g N there is a natural number k such that S D , A o Pn n
w  k . xand S D , A ; P if k - k . We can argue as in the proof of Lemman n
 k n.2.4 in order to prove that S D is a Lie ideal of A for all n g N.
 4  4  4  4Let a , b , and c be the sequences given in Lemma 2.3. Let S ben n n n
the sequence of continuous linear operators from A to itself given by
 .  4S s ad a for all n g N and let R be the sequence of continuousn n n
linear operators from A to ArI given by R s Q Dk ny1 , where Q s Qn n n n In
 w x 4and I s a g A : a, A ; P for all n g N. For all m, n g N we haven n
R DS ??? Sn 1 m
s Q Dk n ad a ??? ad a .  .n 1 m
k !n i i i1 m mq1s Q ad D a ??? ad D a D .  .n 1 mi ! ??? i !1 mq1i q ??? qi sk1 mq1 n
k !n i i i1 m mq1s ad Q D a ??? ad Q D a Q D .  . n 1 n m ni ! ??? i !1 mq1i q ??? qi sk1 mq1 n
k !n i1s ad Q D a . n 1i ! ??? i !1 mq1i q ??? qi sk , i -k1 mq1 n mq1 n
??? ad Q Dim a Q Dimq 1 .n m n
q ad Q a ??? ad Q a Q Dk n , .  .n 1 n m n
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which coincides with the continuous linear operator
k !n i i i1 m mq1ad Q D a ??? ad Q D a Q D .  . n 1 n m ni ! ??? i !1 mq1i q ??? qi sk , i -k1 mq1 n mq1 n
  . .for m ) n, since a g P condition i in Lemma 2.3 . From Lemma 2.1m n
we deduce that the operator
Q Dk n ad a ??? ad a .  .n 1 n
is continuous for sufficiently large n and therefore so is the operator
ad Q a ??? ad Q a Q Dk n . .  .n 1 n n n
Consequently,
ad Q a ??? ad Q a Q S Dk n s 0. .  .  .n 1 n n n
w x  .  .On account of 6, Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 ArP rZ ArP is an n
 k n.simple Lie algebra and therefore so is ArI . Since Q S D is a nonzeron n
 k n.Lie ideal of ArI we have Q S D s ArI . We thus getn n n
ad Q a ??? ad Q a ArI s 0, .  .  .n 1 n n n
which gives
ad b ad a ??? ad a c g P , .  .  .  .n 1 n n n
a contradiction.
 .  .From the preceding lemma we can derive that S D ; Z A for a
 w xsemisimple A this property was obtained in 3 by using an argument
. w  . xdifferent from that given next . Indeed, S D , A ; P for all primitive
ideals P of A except possibly finitely many exceptional primitive ideals
P , . . . , P which must necessarily have finite codimension. Let I be the1 n
w  . xintersection of all the primitive ideals P of A for which S D , A ; P. If
 .A is semisimple, then the map a ‹ a q P , . . . , a q P from I to ArP1 n 1
[ ??? [ ArP is injective and therefore I has finite codimension. Fromn
 .this it may be concluded that, for every a g I, D ad a is continuous. On
 .  .  .the other hand ad a D s D ad a y ad Da is continuous and therefore
 .  . w  .xad a S D s 0. We thus get I, S D s 0. If P is a exceptional primitive
 .  .ideal then Q S D s ArP and Q I s ArP. HenceP P
w x0 s Q I , S D s Q I , Q S D s ArP , ArP , .  .  . . .P P P
which contradicts the noncommutativity of ArP.
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3. INVARIANCE OF PRIMITIVE IDEALS: THE
STRUCTURE OF LIE DERIVATIONS REVISITED
w xWe begin this section by showing that 16, Lemma 1.1 holds with the
derivation replaced by an arbitrary linear operator on a Banach space.
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a closed subspace of a Banach space X and let T be
 n.a linear operator from X to itself such that S T ; M for all n g N. Then
5 n 5 nthere exists a positi¤e constant C such that Q T F C for all n g N.M
Proof. From the continuity of Q T n for all n g N we deduce thatM
N s x g M : T n x g M ;n g N 4 .
is a closed subspace of X contained in M. Let f be the continuous linear
 .operator from ArN onto ArM given by f x q N s x q M. By the same
w xmethod as in 16, Lemma 1.1 we see that Q T is continuous and thatN
Q T factors through XrN as SQ , where S is the continuous linearN N
 .  .operator from XrN to itself given by S x q N s T x q N. Conse-
nn n5 5 5 5quently, Q T s fSQ , which gives Q T F S for all n g N.M N M
LEMMA 3.2. If P is a primiti¤e ideal in A of infinite codimension, then
there exist a deri¤ation d from ArP to itself and a linear functional t on A
 .  .  .such that Q D a s d a q P q t a for all a g A.P
Proof. Throughout this proof we will adhere to the notation of the
n  4remark. Lemma 1.3 shows that Q D s d q t for all n g N, where dP n n n
 4is a higher derivation from A to ArP and t is a sequence of linearn
 .functionals on A. We claim that d P s 0. From Lemma 2.5 we have1
 n.S D ; I for all n g N and Lemma 3.1 now shows that there is a
5 n 5 npositive constant C such that Q D F C for all n g N. If a g P andI
n g N, then we have
nn n n n nQ D a s d a q t a s n! d a q t a .  .  .  .  .P n 1
and therefore
nn n n nQ D a s QQ D a s n!Q d a , .  .  .I P 1
which yields
n y1rn1r n5 5 5 5Q d a F n! C a . .  .1
5  .n 51r nConsequently, lim Q d a s 0 for all a g P. On the other hand, we1
have
n n n1r n 1r n 1r n5 5 5 5 5 5d a q Z ArP s f Q d a F Q d a . .  .  .  . .1 1 1
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 .Let a g P. Since Z ArP s C, for every n g N there exists l g C suchn
that
1n n
5 5 5 5d a q l - d a q Z ArP q .  .  .1 n 1 n!
5 .n 51r n  .which implies lim d a q l s 0. We note that if a g Sp d a , then1 n 1
n  .n . < n <1r n 5 .nwe have a q l g Sp d a q l and hence a q l F d a qn 1 n n 1
51r n < n <1r n  .l , which gives lim a q l s 0. Thus if a , b g Sp d a , then wen n 1
< n n <1r n  .have lim a y b s 0 and therefore a s b , d P is easily checked to1
 .be a two-sided ideal of ArP. Hence if d a is quasinilpotent for all1
 .a g P, then d P is contained in the radical of ArP which is zero and1
this establishes our claim. Suppose, contrary to our claim, that there exists
 .   ..  4a g P such that d a is not quasinilpotent. Since Sp d a s l for some1 1
 .  .nonzero l g C, it follows that d a is invertible and therefore d P s1 1
ArP. From what has already been proved, it may be concluded that every
element in ArP has finite spectrum, which implies dim ArP - ‘, a
contradiction.
 .Since d P s 0, d drops to a derivation d from ArP to itself. The1 1
maps d and t s t satisfy our requirements.1
LEMMA 3.3. If P is a primiti¤e ideal in A of finite codimension greater
w  n. xthan one such that S D , A ; P for all n g N, then there exists an inner
deri¤ation d from ArP to itself and a linear functional t on A such that
 .  .  .Q D a s d a q P q t a for all a g A.P
Proof. Throughout this proof we will adhere to the notation of the
w x  .  .remark. On account of 6, Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 ArP rZ ArP is
 .a simple Lie algebra and so is ArI. We claim that D I ; I. Suppose,
 .  .contrary to our claim, that D I o I. Since Q D I is a Lie ideal of ArI,I
 .it follows that Q D I s ArI. On the other hand, for all a g A andI
n g N we have
n!nn i i i1 n nq1D ad a s ad D a ??? ad D a D . .  .  . i ! ??? i !1 nq1i q ??? qi sn1 nq1
n  .n  .nIf a g I and n g N, then we see that Q D ad a s n!Q ad Da . SinceI I
 n.S D ; I for all n g N, Lemma 3.1 gives a constant C ) 0 such that
5 n 5 nQ D F C for all n g N. Therefore, if a g I and n g N, then we haveI
n n n nn n n5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5n! Q ad Da F Q D ad a F Q D ad a F C ad a . .  .  .  .I I I
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5  .n 51r nThus lim Q ad Da s 0 for all a g I. It is easily seen thatI
n n1r n 1r n5 5 5 5ad Q Da s Q ad Da , .  .I I
5  .n 51r n  .which yields lim ad Q Da s 0 for all a g I. Therefore ad x is aI
quasinilpotent operator from ArI to itself for all x g ArI. ArP is
 .isomorphic to M C for some k ) 1 and we consider the matrices u and ¤k
given in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Let a, b g A such that a q P s u and
 . .  . .b q P s ¤ . Since ad u ¤ s 2 i¤ we have ad a q I b q I s 2 ib q I and
 .therefore ad a q I is not a quasinilpotent operator, a contradiction.
 .Since D I ; I, we conclude that D drops to a derivation D of theI
w x finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra ArI. By 7, Theorem III.6 and the
.later remark , D is an inner derivation and therefore there is a g A suchI
 .  . .that D b y ad a b g I for all b g A. Accordingly,
Q D b y ad Q a Q b g Q I s Z ArP s C. .  .  .  .  .P P P P
 .  .  .  .We take d s ad Q a and we define t b s Q D b y d b q P for allP P
b g A.
Proof of the Theorem. From Lemmas 2.6, 3.2, and 3.3 we deduce that
the set of those primitive ideals P of A for which the decomposition of
Q D claimed in the theorem fails is finite and each of them has finiteP
codimension greater than one. Moreover if D is continuous, then we can
apply Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 in order to prove that the exceptional primitive
ideals must necessarily be of codimension one. On the other hand, if
dim ArP s 1, then we can take d s 0 and t s Q D.P
In the following we prove that the decomposition of Lie derivations
given in our theorem is equivalent to a sort of invariance of primitive
ideals under Lie derivations.
COROLLARY. If P is a primiti¤e ideal of A, then the following assertions
are equi¤alent:
 .i There exist an ordinary deri¤ation d from ArP to itself and a linear
functional t on A such that
Q D a s d a q P q t a ;a g A. .  .  .P
 .  .ii D P ; C q P.
Proof. It is clear that the first assertion implies the second one.
 .  .Assume that D P ; C q P. In order to prove that i holds we need
  .only consider the case 1 - dim ArP - ‘ Lemma 3.2 shows that i holds
.  .  .  .if dim ArP s ‘ . Since Ar C q P ( ArP rZ ArP , it follows that
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 .Ar C q P is a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra. It is easy to check
 .  .that D 1 g C q P and therefore D C q P ; C q P which shows that D
 . w xdrops to a derivation D of Ar C q P . By 7, Theorem III.6 , D is an inner
derivation and we can argue as at the end of the proof of Lemma 3.3 in
order to complete the proof.
w xIn 1955 Singer and Wermer 14 showed that every continuous deriva-
tion on a commutative Banach algebra maps into the radical and they
conjectured that the condition of continuity was unnecessary. This became
known as the Singer]Wermer conjecture. This conjecture is now known to
w xbe true. Thomas 15 proved that the range of every derivation on a
commutative Banach algebra is contained in the radical. At the present
time the invariance of the primitive ideals under ordinary derivations is
known as the noncommutative Singer]Wermer conjecture. Despite much
concentrated effort it is still not currently known whether or not the
noncommutative Singer]Wermer conjecture is true. Thomas gave a partial
w x  w xanswer to this question in 16 see also 10 for an account of other
.equivalent forms of this conjecture .
One may ask whether there are actually no exceptional primitive ideals
for the decomposition of Lie derivations given in our theorem.
Conjecture. For every Lie derivation D on a complex Banach algebra
A and every primitive ideal P of A we have
D P , A ; P .
  .which is easily seen to be equivalent to D P ; C q P in the case where
.A is unital .
We note that it is easy to show that the truthfulness of the preceding
conjecture implies the truthfulness of the noncommutative Singer]Wermer
conjecture. Indeed, assume that our conjecture is true, let d be an
ordinary derivation on a Banach algebra A, and let P be a primitive ideal
w  . xof A. From the property d a , b g P ;a g P, ;b g A we deduce that
Ç Ç Ç Ç0 s d ab , c s d a b , c q ad b , c s d a b , c .  .  . .Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç
Ç Ç Çs d a , c b q d a b , c s d a b , c .  .  .Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç Ç
for all a g P and b, c g A. From this we deduce that the two-sided ideal
  . . w xI s d P q P rP of ArP satisfies I ArP, ArP s 0. If dim ArP ) 1,
then ArP is noncommutative and it may be concluded that I s 0 and
 .hence d P ; P. If dim ArP s 1, then we consider the derivation D
 .  .   ..defined on the Banach algebra M A given by D a s d a . Since2 i j i j
 .  .  .  .M A rM P ( M ArP ( M C which is a simple algebra, it follows2 2 2 2
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 .  . that M P is a primitive ideal of M A of codimension greater than2 2
.one . From what has already been proved, it may be concluded that
  ..  .  .D M P ; M P and therefore d P ; P.2 2
Accordingly, the above stated conjecture could be considered as the Lie
version of the Singer]Wermer conjecture.
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